
From: Amy Froide froide@umbc.edu
Subject: Re: Relabeling HIST 453, 454, 455, and 456 and ANCS courses cross listed with HIST

Date: September 18, 2019 at 7:20 PM
To: David Rosenbloom dsrose@umbc.edu

Dear UGC committee,

I con!rm that History supports the cross-listing of the following courses with ANCS. "ese courses were created by the History department
before there was an Ancient Studies department at UMBC. "ey have not been taught regularly by History faculty in some time and instead are
usually o#ered by our colleagues in ANCS. We think it makes sense for these courses to be cross-listed with History and Ancient Studies.

HIST 453 : Ancient Greece
HIST 454 : Hellenistic World & Rome
HIST 455 : The Roman Republic
HIST 456 : The Roman Empire
Sincerely,

Amy Froide, Chair, History

On Wed, Sep 18, 2019 at 3:30 PM David Rosenbloom <dsrose@umbc.edu> wrote:
"anks Terry, and sorry for being of date.

Best,
David

On Sep 18, 2019, at 3:28 PM, Dr. Terrance Worchesky <worchesk@umbc.edu> wrote:

David,
You would be creating new courses in ANCS, so it comes from Ancient Studies.  You would supply the letter from History saying ok to
cross-listing them.  Finally, they can be di#erent numbers in the two departments.
Hope this helps, by the way Beth Feeser is the new chair of UGC.
Terry

Dr. T. L. Worchesky
Associate Professor
Associate Chair 
Undergraduate Program Director
UMBC Department of Physics

410.455.6779

On Wed, Sep 18, 2019 at 12:36 PM David Rosenbloom <dsrose@umbc.edu> wrote:
Hi Terry,

I am hoping you can give me some guidance on how to proceed with relabeling HIST 453, 454, 455, and 456 as ANCS courses and cross
listing the ANCS courses with the HIST courses. Having these courses listed as ANCS courses was recommended in our most recent
APR and backed by both the dean and the provost. Amy Froide, the chair of HIST, has recently agreed to allow this to go forward. 

I have several questions:

1. Does the process begin from HIST, the current course owner, or from ANCS, the soon to be owner.
2. What processes would be used to e#ect this change? Would it proceed as a renumbering and cross listing?
3. Is it allowable to list the courses as ANCS 3XX and to cross list them with 4XX HIST courses or would HIST have to list the courses
as 3XX too?

I would appreciate any help you could o#er on this matter.
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